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Prof. Frédéric Barlat was appointed as
the Series Editor-in-Chief of the Elsevier
Series on Plasticity of Materials
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Prof. Frédéric Barlat of Materials Mechanics Lab., GIFT was appointed as the Series Editor-inChief of the Elsevier Series on Plasticity of Materials in February 2019.
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Faculty Activities

Admissions

Professor Barlat is one of the leading researchers in the field of mechanics of materials
and has published over 250 articles in peer-reviewed scientific journals. After he earned
his Ph.D., he joined Alcoa Technical Center outside Pittsburgh, PA (USA) where he worked
for over 20 years before moving to South Korea where he became a full professor at GIFT/
POSTECH. He received the 2006 International Journal of Plasticity Award and the 2013
Khan International Award for outstanding lifetime contributions to the field of plasticity.
His research focuses on the development of innovative plasticity theories for metals, and
of manufacturing technologies for sheet products.
The Elsevier Series on the Plasticity of Materials is a series of books that summarize foundational
knowledge and outline recent developments in the field of materials plasticity. Featuring
investigations at all scales, including experimental, constitutive modeling, and numerical approaches
for governing equations, the series aims to provide solutions to open problems and unification
of multi-scale concepts for researchers, students, and professional engineers and materials scientists.
The series focuses on a broad range of content for various audiences, and covers mechanical,
automotive, civil, environmental, mining, and petroleum engineering, among others.
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POSTECH Commencement Ceremony for 2018 Academic Year

Academic
Affairs

Academic Calendar
Month
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March

Graduate Institute of Ferrous
Technology

April

May

June
The commencement ceremony for the 2018 academic year was held at 10 am on Feb. 8th, 2019 in the
POSTECH gymnasium. This year 753 students acquired a degree, including 317 B.S., 206 M.S., and
230 Ph.D. students. In the Graduate Institute of Ferrous Technology, 16 M.S. and 5 Ph.D. students
acquired a degree in the field of Material Science and Engineering.

Academic Calendar
01

National Holiday: Independence Movement Day

11 - Apr. 19

Course Withdrawal Period

15

1/4 of Semester

08 - 12

Midterm Exam Period

12

2/4 of Semester

05

National Holiday: Children’s Day

06

Substitute Holiday: Children’s Day

09 - 10

Sunrise Festival

10

3/4 of Semester

12

National Holiday: Buddha’s Birthday

03 - 07

Final Examinations

06

National Holiday: Memorial Day

10 - Aug. 30

Summer Recess

21

Last Day to Submit Grades

28

Last day to Submit Reports on Final Master’s Thesis and Doctoral
Dissertation Defense (for August Degree Candidates)

Graduate Institute of Ferrous
Technology

Weekly Seminar
Date

Speaker

Affiliation

Topic

Feb. 28

Prof.
Kyung-Tai Park

Hanbat Nat’l
Univ.

Tensile Properties of Reversely Transformed
FeCrMn STS

Mar. 14

Prof.
Kengo Yoshida

Shizuoka Univ.

Mar. 21

Prof.
HyoungSeop Kim

GIFT

Mar. 28

Prof.
Yanshan Lou

Xian Jiao Tong
Univ.

Development of yield functions and shear ductile
fracture criteria for lightweight metals

Apr. 4

Pres.
H.S.(Henry) Kim

Haeyang City Gas

* Success Project Execution in the fields of Plant
Engineering

Apr. 11

Prof.
Seong Gyoon Kim

Kunsan Nat’l
Univ.

Coarsening phenomena in materials science

Apr. 18

Prof.
Setsuo Takaki

Kyushu Univ.

Yielding and deformation behavior of poly
crystalline ferritic steel

May 2

Pres.
Seong-O Kang

DofTech
Engineering

* Digitalization and Automation of Plant Design
Engineering

May 9

Prof.
Tetsuo Mohri

Tohoku Univ.

First-principles approach to alloy phase equilibria,
kinetics and dynamics

May 16

Dr.
Jae-Hong Lim

PAL, POSTECH

What can synchorton radiation X-rays do for
study of metals?

May 23

Prof.
Kunkul Ryoo

Soonchunhyang
Univ.

* Water as One of Materials

May 30

Dr.Jin Won Choi

Haeyang City Gas

* Success Project Execution in the fields of Plant
Engineering

Crystal plasticity and plastic anisotropy
Renaissance in metallurgy

※ *-marked are the seminar in the field of Plant Engineering
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Admissions

Winter Internship
The 2017 winter GIFT internship program was held from Jan. 3rd to 30th. Seven students from six universities
in and out of Korea were selected to attend this program. They participated in research projects in separate
laboratories like CTL, ADL, EML, CML, MML, CSL and Plant Engineering Department. They were supported
with round-trip transportation costs, accommodation, and a bursary. After a four-week internship period,
they submitted their research reports with their advisors’ confirmation.
Undergraduate students from all over the world who are interested in ferrous technology are encouraged
to join the GIFT internship program and to share knowledge and passion towards research and study.
Third- or fourth-year undergraduates who are studying science and engineering are eligible to apply. For
further information, please visit: http://gift.postech.ac.kr > ADMISSION > Internship Program, or contact
Ms. Eun Mi Jung, who is in charge of admission: +82 (0)54 279 9203 / enmei@postech.ac.kr
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Observation 2

On the first week, I tried to adapt to the lab rather
than to perform experiments.
I listened to descriptions of the lab and of our
lab’s research goals by Hae-Mi, I also greeted
other people in other labs. The following week,
Young-June in CSL explained how to extract and
make an AA solution. I’ve heard why we need it.
Then I had a video meeting with my professor
and once again I learned the characteristics of
CSL. After the video meeting with my professor,
I planned the experiment in earnest.
I changed the amount of charge, changed the current and time and I started my first experiment
step by step, planning to combine and determine the initial mass. At first, I asked many questions
to students in CSL, but as I gained experience, I became able to perform the experiment by myself.
Then I followed Yong Min during an SEM experiment. I learned information about SEM from him.
Because I was wondering if I could see the inclusion by an OM, I went to the OM room with Hae-Mi.
However, the Inclusion was too small to inspect by OM, so I reserved the SEM equipment room by
using accounts of students in CSL on Friday. First, I learned how to mount samples, then I checked
them by SEM. I hope that the results will help my labmates to do research. In addition to research,
we went on an MT in GYEONGJU.
Moreover, I ate a lot of representative foods in POHANG with students from GIFT. It was the best
experience in my life. Thank you for all people for supporting me in this internship. Thank you, Professor
Youn-Bae Kang, Joo-Hyeok Lee, Dong-Hyun Kim, Yong-Min Cho, Young-June Park, Yong-Jung Lee,
Hae-Mi Hong, Assistant Ji-Hyeon Park; and POSTECH GIFT!!

I cannot believe that my GIFT internship is almost finishing. I am glad to have met such a nice people
at MML. They helped me a lot to study ABAQUS and always answered my questions.
My first impression about GIFT is that it is not a common university; it is a laboratory. That is because
it has no undergraduate students. I want to focus on study and research, so that fact is very attractive to
me. When I first went to MML, I was surprised that the amount of experimental equipment is huge,
and that it is right next to offices. All labs in GIFT have an Administrative staff; such people do not
exist at my university. I met professor Kim because professor Barlat was on vacation in Europe. Mr.
Kim gave me pdf files such as Mechanical Behavior of Materials, and Introduction to computational
plasticity. Among them I wanted to study ABAQUS. I studied a tutorial about the tool and made a
few cases along with lecture uploaded on Youtube. I was assigned to a largescale laboratory with
international students.
At the place, I could see uniaxial tensile, biaxial, bulge test machines. I did tensile tests with them,
then got extensometer-A and extensometer-T data. Then I chose my internship project, which was
to compare experiment and simulation results. In studies of computational plasticity, anisotropic
materials need more calculations than isotropic materials. I tried to understand the whole concept
of anisotropic plasticity but I could not. Until now I had not learned the quantitative concept of
plasticity.
Every Friday GIFT holds a seminar and I participated four times. During presentation, members of
MML ask questions about topics. I got a good impression about seminars that were held only in English,
and that they can be beneficial to my future. I understood only at most 60% of the information in
the seminars but they were a valuable experience. I studied kinematic hardening of anisotropy and a
related topic arose. This even made me feel like a real researcher for a few minutes. During my internship,
I do not make up my mind to study at graduate school. One thing is sure, is that if I am a graduate student,
I wish to be a GIFT student. Thanks to all of the MML people, I could get along well in Pohang.
They advised me on many aspects including Pohang life and GIFT life. They study every day and I
was impressed about their attitude to their jobs. I always ask myself whether I can do as well as GIFT
people do, and my answer is getting closer to ‘YES’. I am willing to recommend this program to my
department people.

Hyeon Gyu Jang, CSL
Undergraduate of Seoul Nat’l Univ. of Science and Technology

Hong Sang Park, MML
Undergraduate of Sogang University
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Observation 3
After participating in scientific research in high school, as an undergraduate
student in my university I always missed having the opportunity to conduct
my own research project. After conducting a yearlong research project on
coating steel with graphene and a specific polymer to prevent metal
corrosion, I became interested in learning more about metals and their
material properties.
These are the reasons that I am currently majoring in Materials Science
and Engineering. I was thrilled to be given the opportunity to participate
in an internship program at the Casting Technology Lab at GIFT.
On the first day of my internship, Professor Cho briefly explained to me
the focuses of the laboratory and the possible topics that I could work on during the internship. After
the discussion, I decided to work on a month-long project to investigate Fe-Cu alloys and possible
additions to decrease the miscibility gap. Even though iron and copper both have great properties,
a miscibility gap exists that causes phase separation in the liquidus phase before the alloy solidifies.
Phase separation causes the mechanical strength to decrease, because iron and copper particles remain
in chunks, whereas a good alloy requires an even mixture. To decrease the miscibility gap, the professor
suggested adding zirconium.
During the first week, I spent time learning how to use the FactSage program to draw phase diagrams,
to use the equilibrium function to draw the delta G, H, and S functions, and to learn the liquidus points
of the alloys. Comparing the phase diagrams and miscibility gaps of Fe-Cu alloys with 0%, 1%, 3%, 5%
Zr, the FactSage program showed that addition of Zr decreases the miscibility gap.
Therefore, an experiment was done to compare two samples with wt% 50 Cu and wt% Fe; one without
zirconium, and one with 5% zirconium. In addition, the professor offered to explore more with the
FactSage program by adding several metal and non-metal elements at different concentrations to see
if the miscibility gap decreases.
After the first full week, I continued my experiments with the help of a researcher in our laboratory.
Two experiments were done without Zr with differently-shaped graphite molds, and one was done
with Zr. After casting, I cut the cylindrically shaped alloys into thin samples for analysis to see
whether the addition of Zr helped decrease the miscibility gap. Until this point, I did not realize that
the analysis part of the project would take an extremely long time. For each analysis, the samples
had to be cut in specific shapes, sizes, and weights because each machine specified and required
different shapes.
I realized that especially for polishing, each step must be carefully done to ensure that the sample
could be clearly viewed using OM and SEM. The part that took the longest time was SEM. Because
the lights went out in the GIFT building during the third full week, I couldn’t do any analysis for almost
two days. I had limited time to finish my project, so I had to work overtime late at night and very
early in the mornings to use the SEM machine to take pictures and spectra to quantify the Cu and Fe
contents in each part.
This internship gave me a great opportunity because I was thrilled to have my own project for an
entire month. I learned how to operate and use many machines that I would not be able use as an
undergraduate student at my university. I also had a great time with my fellow students at CTL as I
spent time a lot of time with them. I am grateful that I was given the opportunity to have the direct
experience of being a graduate student, and this experience increased my interest in GIFT and I hope
to be a part of GIFT again in the future.

Hyewon Kim, CTL
Undergraduate of Korea University

Graduate Admission Information Session for 2019-20 Academic year in Seoul

Admissions

POSTECH held an admission information session for the 2020 academic year at the POSO center,
business hall, Seoul on March 23rd at 2 pm. GIFT took part in this information session too. For GIFT,
eight undergraduate students from universities in Seoul and Gyeong-gi province, and two college
graduates from the United States joined this session and were told about POSTECH from 2 to 3 p.m.,
and then about GIFT, the faculty of GIFT and their research areas by Profs. Dong Woo Seo and Sung-Mo
Jung from 3 to 5 p.m.,
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GIFT Graduate Admissions for 2019-20
Admission Timeline
Application
deadline

Announcement of
admission

Semester begins in

Early
admission

Jan. 1st (Thu.) 2019

Jan. 25th (Fri.) 2019

Sep. 2019, Feb. 2020

1st

Apr. 23rd (Tue.) 2019

Jun. 11th (Tue.) 2019

Sep. 2019, Feb. 2020

2nd

Oct. 15th (Tue.) 2019

Nov. 26th (Tue.) 2019

Feb. 2020

The Ferrous Technology program offers M.S., M.S.-Ph.D. integrated and Ph.D. courses. In the M.S.Ph.D. integrated course, students can work towards a Ph.D. degree after passion the Ph.D. qualifying
exam without completing an M.S. degree.
For further information, please visit http://gift.postech.ac.kr > ADMISSION > FAQ or contact Eun Mi Jung,
a staff in charge of admission: +82 (0)54 279 9203 / enmei@postech.ac.kr

Graduate Institute of Ferrous
Technology
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Wine Class in March
The 1st Wine Class of 2019 was held on March 21st at 6 pm, at the rooftop lounge. Seven professors
and about twenty students attended this class. This time, Prof. F. Barlat introduced top 10 wine producing
nations: France, Italy, Spain, USA, Argentina, Australia, China, South Africa, Chile and Germany. Then he
introduced three different wines: Grandes vinos de San Pedro (Sideral), Tasca D’almerita (Cygnus),
and Finca las moras (PAZ Cabernet Sauvignon-Cabernet Franc).

Sideral originates from the Sidereal time system,
which determines the time according to the
movement and position of the stars.
Unlike Altair, Sideral is friendly and more accessible.
(Altair is the wine produced by only one bottle of
grape vine. ‘Sideral’ is a second wine produced from
the wine that has not reached a strict standard for
the Altair.)

Tasca D’almerita/Cygnus is a typical wine of Tasca
Dalmerita, which blends Nero Dabola, which is
recognized as a unique breed from Sicily, with
Cabernet Sauvignon and was created as an elegant
swan.

“PAZ,” which means “peace” in Spanish, is by Pincar
Las Moras. Dark chocolate and rich fruit-flavored
aromas, which blend in with the subtle oak scent,
go well with the name of the wine symbolizing
peace, as if to express the tranquility of a languid
Sunday afternoon.

From this semester Guiyoung Koo (Ph.D. course student of CML) will serve as a class organizer.
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2019 Spring Semester Beginning Party
GIFT held a spring semester beginning party to start the new academic year, and to welcome new
students.
The party was held in the rooftop cafeteria on March 7th at 6:30 pm. Many members of GIFT gathered
and had a good time sharing food and friendly talk. The party began with a welcome address by
Dean Chang Hee Yim, and a greeting by new student representatives Oh Jae Lee (MCL, M.S.-Ph.D.
integrative course) and Seok Hyun Hong (SSL, Ph.D. course), followed introductions to labs by each
lab representative. After self-introductions of new students, all enjoyed dinner.

New student representatives

MCL
Ohjae Lee

SSL
Seokhyun Hong

Team GIFT won the Grand Prize at the Gyungsangbuk-do general public CPR
contest
The 8th Gyeongsangbuk-do general public CPR contest was held on March 28th at the Forestry Union
Training Institute located in Cheongsong-gun. A total of 18 teams participated and Mr. Minsu Yoon,
Geun-chang Park, and Hyuk Kwon, the administration team of the GIFT, won the Grand Prize at the
event as representatives of Nam-gu in Pohang. This conference was held by Kyungbuk Province to
increase the CPR expertise of first responders by strengthening CPR PR activities.
Eighteen teams, each consisting of three people, performed in a simulation of cardiac arrest and
coping behavior in the form of a short skit, and the ranking was based on the results of the CPR
measurement.
The GIFT’s ‘Infinite Repeating Team’ gave a deep impression that a new medication was developed
to turn people into ironmen to save the world. “I was able to realize that firefighters were doing a
lot of hard work while I prepared this competition together with firefighters in the southern Pohang
Firehouse. I will try hard to make all the people around me to use it in real life through the promotion
of CPR.” said an official from the GIFT who participated in the competition.

Events
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Graduation Celebration

People

New semester Begins with New Students

On February 8th 2019, five Ph.D. students and sixteen M.S students finished their degrees and graduated.

In February 2019, eight Ph.D. and twelve M.S. students joined GIFT.

Ph.D.

Ph.D.
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SSL
Nhiti Saenarjhan

Chemical Eng.
Yoontae Ko

CML
Yonghoon Choi

Chemical Eng.
Sangmin Park

SSD
Changwan Hong

SSL
Seokhyun Hong

CML
Guiyoung Koo

SSL
Sangman Yoon

CML
Wontae Cho

CML
Daegeon Lee

MML
Daegeon Lee

ADL
TTT Tram

M.S.

M.S

PM
Naehyun Kang

Chemical Eng.
Jaehyun Ko

CML
Guiyoung Koo

SSL
Dongbae Park

PM
Jinwoo Park

ATL
Seungmin Baek

CML
Daegeon Lee

CTL
Jaeho Lee

PM
Hyukjoon Lee

MRL
Kyunghyun Jn

EML
Dali Hariswijaya

MRL
Kitae Kwon

CTL
Jiho Kim

EML
Cheolho Kim

ADL
Geonyoung Yoon

CML
Inkyun Jung

EML
Jonghoon ung

SSL
Seokhyun Hong

MML
Shinyoung Lee

CTL
Joonhong Min

PM
Jeonghyun Lee

CTL
Gyoshik Jung

PM
Yangjae Jung

EML
Sung-Gyu Cho

SSL
Young-Geun Cho

CML
Seokhwan Joo

CSL
Jaebok Choi

CSL
Yongmin Cho

People

Farewell

Changes in Personnel
Prof. Sung-Man Kim (EML)
changed his position to
Senior Researcher on Jan.
1st.
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Prof. Se Kyun Kwon (ATL)
left GIFT on Feb. 28th.

Mr. Daeho Park changed
his affiliation from GEM
to GIFT (Chemical Eng.)
on Feb. 11th.

Prof. Jae Kwan Kim (ATL)
left GIFT on Mar. 31st.
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Prof. Kwang-Geun Chin
(SSL) left GIFT on March
31st.

Dr. Hoyoung Noh, a senior
researcher changed his
affiliation from GEM to
GIFT (PM) on Feb. 11th.

RESEARCHER
Welcome
POST-DOC RESEARCHER

MCL
Trang Thi Thanh Tram
SSL
Changwan Hong

PM
Yangjae Jung

Off Shore
Minsu Kim

PM
Jongkyu Kim

Ms. Trang Thi Thanh Tram (a former MCL researcher) retired from her researcher position on Feb.
16th and entered the Ph.D. course at ATL, GIFT.
Mr. Yangjae Jung (a former PM researcher) retired from his position on Feb. 15th and entered the
M.S. course at PM, GIFT.

MML
Rakesh Lingam

RESEARCHER
Ms. Eun-Kyung Jung left GIFT on Feb 28th.

Off Shore
Naehoon Kang

CSL
Yongmin Cho

CTL
Hojun Moon

CTL
Tae-Min Yeo

Ms. Jieun Jung was appointed as an administrative assistant on Jan. 28th. She
will be in charge of EML and CTL.

People

